Epileptogenic effects of status epilepticus.
Determining whether and under what conditions status epilepticus (SE) leads to undesirable long-term sequelae has major clinical ramifications. In addition to structural brain damage and enduring neurological deficits following SE, it has been suggested that SE can establish a chronic condition of active epilepsy. These three residua (epileptic brain damage, neurological deficits, and epilepsy) have been especially linked to protracted SE. The older clinical literature indicates that these sequelae are especially likely if SE occurs in an immature brain, but this point has been challenged in recent studies. Clinical and animal model work that examines the issue of chronic nervous system deficits arising as a consequence of SE is reviewed, with particular attention to the question of the epileptogenic effect of SE. Because of the inherent problem of not being able to exclude occult neurological disease antecedent to SE in brain, animal model work promises to be especially relevant to the issues at hand. Work done on adult rats has shown that a previously normal brain can be "converted" after a bout of SE to an epileptic brain, as manifest both by epileptic brain damage resembling that found in the hippocampus of patients with intractable temporal lobe epilepsy and by spontaneous recurrent seizures registered in the hippocampus. A two-step model is proposed: morphological brain injury takes place first and this change, in turn, promotes seizures. This model is offered as one way in which chronic active epilepsy can be established by a transient episode of SE. Although some findings from work with animal models have been interpreted as not supporting the idea that the immature brain is sensitive to a chronic epileptogenic influence initiated by SE, the majority of such work is consistent with this idea. On the other hand, a considerable amount of animal work indicates that the brains of immature animals are quite resistant to SE-induced brain damage, in contrast to those of adults. Thus, under these circumstances, a different process of epileptogenesis than the two-step model may be operational. It is concluded that, under appropriate conditions, SE does exert an epileptogenic effect that persists.